97 dodge grand caravan

Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. This Dodge Grand Caravan is front wheel drive. The vehicle has a V6, 3. This unit
exemplifies class with its long lasting deep maroon color. The high efficiency automatic
transmission shifts smoothly and allows you to relax while driving. Anti-lock brakes are
standard on it. It features cruise control for long trips. The vehicle is equipped with a gasoline
engine. Get the whole family to events in this minivan. Odometer is miles below market average!
Running Great. We have a strong and committed sales staff with many years of experience
satisfying our customers' needs. Feel free to browse our inventory online, request more
information about vehicles, set up a test drive or inquire about financing! Price does not include
title, license, or dealer doc fees. See dealer for details. Experience the difference with
Woodhouse Auto Family and purchase your next used vehicle with confidence. With more than
used vehicles available through our 19 dealerships you can find the car, truck or SUV that fits
your lifestyle and budget, easily. Plus, we offer a variety of finance options and accept trades.
And every vehicle has been through a safety inspection to ensure they're road ready. Contact
us for more information on the vehicle, to schedule a test drive today or not finding exactly what
you're looking for, we'll help. That's why we always make sure go above and beyond for our
loyal customers throughout our community. It's our world class customer service that helps us
earn your business time and again while serving your driving needs! Price does not include a
charge for 0. Outstanding design defines the Dodge Grand Caravan! This vehicle rocks its class
with 6-cylinder efficiency and distinctive styling! Top features include front bucket seats, a
tachometer, speed sensitive wipers, and air conditioning. Smooth gearshifts are achieved
thanks to the 3. We have the vehicle you've been searching for at a price you can afford. Please
don't hesitate to give us a call. Come see this Dodge Caravan SE. Call our sales team today at to
schedule a time to come take a test drive at Roland Rich Ford in Delavan, IL! We look forward to
working with you! Where is the next one!!! This is a super rare find!! This van is ready to roll.
The body Is perfect! The ramp works perfect, the windows and locks and even the AC work
perfect. Its a nice running van. Must see. Have good credit? We work with several lenders to get
you the best rate. Not to worry. You name it, We accept it!!! Easy weekly payments deducted
directly from your checking or savings and there is no penalty for early payoffs! Sales tax and
registration are included in your down payment. Hurry before it goes! Super Clean! Now offering
Mohr to your Door! Don't want to get out? Or can't? We will bring the car to you! And all the
paperwork! We are open online and at the store. Don't miss out on massive savings. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant
vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 5, Cylinders 6
cylinders 4, Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent
price drops. No accidents. Title issue. New Listing. Showing 1 - 18 out of 5, listings. Overall
Consumer Rating. Loved it and miss it alot! During the time I owned this vehicle the only things
that I had to replace were the fuel pump and the water pump. It had just about k miles on it and I
trusted it to take me anywhere. It never died on me and always started right up. Went to trade it
in at a dealership and the guy told me he wouldnt do it because the tranny was gonna go out of
it because they are known for it. He got mad when I laughed in his face. The tranny had never
been replaced and never gave me any issues at all. Would love to own another one. I had a
Plymouth grand voyager and that thing was very solid aswell. Took a bad beating from the
previous owner. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. It was produced from the to model years and
was offered as both a passenger van and a cargo van. The short-wheelbase Caravan was
introduced alongside the Plymouth Voyager in and was marketed as the Dodge version of the
Chrysler minivans. Produced for five generations across 36 model years, Caravan is the
longest-lived Dodge nameplate six years longer than Dodge Ram. Since their introduction in
late , over The Dodge Grand Caravan was discontinued after the model year, and production
ended on August 21, At the end of , Chrysler commenced development on what would become
the Chrysler minivans. While the Dodge Caravan and Plymouth Voyager shared no chassis
underpinnings with the K-cars , the two model lines retained mechanical commonality, sharing
engines and transmissions. Originally slated for introduction as a model, [5] the Dodge Caravan
was introduced alongside the Plymouth Voyager in November for the model year. Interior trim,
controls, and instrumentation were borrowed from the Chrysler K platform together with the
lower floor enabled by the front-wheel-drive, the Caravan featured car-like ease of entry. Three
trim levels were available: base, SE, and LE. The Caravan, along with the Plymouth Voyager ,
are considered to be the first mass-produced vehicles to have dedicated built-in cup holders.
Base vans came equipped for five passengers in two rows of seating. The LE came with seven
passengers standard in three rows of seating. The base van had two bucket seats with attached
armrests and open floor space between them in the front, a three-person bench seat in the

second row. The seven-passenger came with two bucket seats with attached armrests and open
floor space between them in the front, a two-person bench seat in the second row, and a
three-person bench seat in the back row. The two bench seats in the rear were independently
removable, and the large three-person bench could also be installed in the second-row location
via a second set of attachment points on the van's floor, ordinarily hidden with snap-in plastic
covers. This configuration allowed for conventional five-person seating with a sizable cargo
area in the rear. The latching mechanisms for the benches were easy to operate although
removing and replacing the seats typically required two adults. This configuration was
subsequently dropped. Safety features consisted of 3-point seat belts for the front two
passengers, with simple lap belts for the rear five. Seats on base models and cloth-trimmed SEs
had no headrests, which were not mandated due to the van's "light truck" legal status. However,
the two front seats were equipped with non-adjustable headrests on the LE model and in
conjunction with vinyl upholstery on the SE. Side-impact reinforcements were mandated and
were at all seating positions front and rear. Neither airbags nor anti-lock braking systems were
available. Access to the rear rows of seating was by a large passenger-side sliding door
enabling easy access in confined situations, e. Because only one sliding door was offered, the
smaller second-row bench seat was shifted to the driver's side of the van, facilitating passenger
access to the 3rd-row seat. The seatback of the rear bench could also be folded forward,
providing a flat cargo shelf. The smaller 2nd-row bench was not adjustable, nor foldable; it
could only be removed entirely. Cargo access to the rear was via a hatchback, similar to the one
on the K platform station wagons. The hatch was hinged at the top and held open by gas struts.
A long-wheelbase variant, marketed as the Grand Caravan, was introduced in May It allowed
more cargo space behind the rear seat. A cargo version of the Caravan, called the Mini Ram
Van, was also introduced for , with a flat-floored cargo space four feet tall and with four feet
between the wheel wells. It was initially available with a short wheelbase; a long-wheelbase
variant was introduced alongside the Grand Caravan. These doors were made of fiberglass.
Both a three-speed TorqueFlite automatic transmission and a five-speed manual were available
with all inline-four engines , including the turbocharged 2. The Plymouth Voyager, which was a
rebadged version of the Caravan, was also available with a manual transmission. The V6
engines were only offered with the venerable fully hydraulically operated TorqueFlite , until the
computer-controlled Ultradrive four-speed automatic became available in The Ultradrive offered
better fuel economy and responsiveness, particularly when paired with the inline-four engine.
However, it suffered from reliability problems, usually stemming from what is known as "gear
hunt" or "shift busyness", resulting in premature wear of the internal clutches. For the first
three years of production, two engines were offered in the Caravan â€” both inline-four engines
with 2-barrel carburetors. The base 2. The higher performance fuel-injected version of the 2.
Alongside the 2. In mid, the base 2. Shortly thereafter in model year , a more powerful engine
became optional, with a turbocharged version of the base 2. The V6 engines became popular as
sales of the 2. In these years, the ES model debuted short-wheelbase only to highlight the new
engines, the turbo 2. The ES was introduced to the long-wheelbase Grand Caravan for and
continued throughout before it was discontinued and replaced with the SXT. The
second-generation Dodge Caravan was introduced for the model year. Intended as an extensive
revision of the generation, while the chassis underpinnings were carried over renamed the
Chrysler AS platform , the only shared body panels were the front doors and sliding door.
Following the introduction of the Ford Aerostar and General Motors APV minivans, designers
sought to improve the exterior aerodynamics and handling of the model line. To further
differentiate the Caravan from the Plymouth Voyager, the two model lines received different
wheel covers, with chrome trim on the Caravan restricted to the grille and Chrysler Pentastar
hood ornament. The interior underwent a substantial redesign, shedding its design influence
from the K-cars, the Caravan received its own dashboard design. On all but the base-trim
Caravan, seven-passenger seating became standard. For the model year, the Caravan
underwent a mid-cycle revision as part of a body upgrade to meet federal safety standards. To
commemorate the tenth year of production, Dodge offered the "10th Anniversary Edition"
option package for Shifting its powertrain commonality from the Dodge Aries to that of the
larger Dodge Dynasty, a 2. In , the Caravan received a 3. In , Dodge introduced a second-row
bench seat integrating two child booster seats on models. These seats continued as an
available option through Generation V until they were discontinued in The third-generation
Chrysler minivans were available in long- and shortâ€”wheelbase models; three- and four-door
configurations; and eight different powertrains, including electric and compressed natural gas;
on a single, flexible platform. In development for nearly 5 years from early full development from
to December 26, final design by Don Renkert was approved on September 23, and frozen in May
, [17] the model was introduced at the North American International Auto Show using the

Chrysler S platform. A conventional door handle and lock was added to the rear hatch,
eliminating the confusing pop-and-lift maneuver which had been required on earlier models.
Base models of the Caravan were offered in most states with either a 2. In those areas, the 3.
This package was offered on various trim levels, and included Platinum Metallic paint, and
fender badges. During the model year, running changes saw the elimination of the plastic intake
manifold cover from the 3. Changes for the model year were minor, adding traction control as
an option or standard equipment, depending on trim level, along with the reintroduction of
optional all-wheel drive. The Caravan received more minor updates in for the model year. These
changes came in the form of new colors, new wheels for trims above SE, new interior fabric,
optional heated seats, and automatic headlights on higher trim levels. In the calendar year , the
Caravan's HVAC vents on the driver's side and center of the dashboard were updated to have a
more conventional design. Later that year, the Caravan received new front styling on all trims
above SE, while the Sport and ES models received even sportier styling. The ES model was the
first minivan to receive the "AutoStick" transmission and inch wheels. A cargo net between the
driver and front passenger seats was added. Color-keyed door and lift-gate handles were made
standard on SE models, in addition to a new keyless entry remote. Base and SE models had
options for a spoiler as well as color-keyed bumpers and trim grey or color molded bumpers
and trim were standard. The driver's side sliding door became standard. The EPIC was sold as a
fleet-only lease vehicle. Production of the EPIC was discontinued in Only a few hundred of
these vehicles were produced and sold. After the leases expired they were returned and
crushed. Approximately 10 vans remain in private hands today. The structural performance and
restraints were graded "Acceptable", but the foot injuries were very high. In the NHTSA crash
tests, it received 4 stars for the driver and front passenger in the frontal-impact. In the
side-impact test, it received 5 stars for the driver, and 3 stars for the rear occupant, and resulted
in a fuel leak that could cause a fire hazard. It had large air intakes and driving lights in the front
bumper, a brushed aluminum instrument panel, racing-style pedals, and black and white rubber
flooring. The Voyager XG was more rugged, featured a diesel engine and manual transmission,
and included many outdoor amenities, such as a built-in ice pack. The Pacifica actually did
come to be in , based on the fifth-generation Caravan, except that it became a crossover SUV
rather than a minivan; the nameplate was eventually applied to a minivan in In , Dodge
introduced a system of seats to simplify installation, removal, and re-positioning, marketed as
Easy-Out Roller Seats. When installed, the seats are latched to floor-mounted strikers. When
unlatched, eight rollers lift each seat, allowing it to be rolled fore and aft. Tracks have locator
depressions for rollers, to simplify installation. Ergonomic levers at the seatbacks release the
floor latches single-handedly, without tools, and raise the seats onto the rollers in a single
motion. Additionally, seatbacks were designed to fold forward. Seat roller tracks are
permanently attached to the floor and seat stanchions are aligned, facilitating the longitudinal
rolling of the seats. Bench seat stanchions were moved inboard to reduce bending stress in the
seat frames, allowing them to be lighter. The Easy-out system remained in use through
Generation V â€” where certain models featured a two-person bench and the under-floor
compartments from the Stow'n Go system. All the rebadged nameplate variants of the Chrysler
minivans use the Easy Out Roller Seats on their second-row seating, where not the Stow and
Go system. The release was part of a promotional tie-in with Nabisco , which unveiled their new
" Mini Oreos " inside the van during the unveiling. In development from February to December ,
the Generation IV minivans were based on the Chrysler RS platform and featured a larger body
frame with modified headlights and taillights. Design work was done by Brandon Faurote from
January and reached production approval in In addition to other detailed changes, power
sliding doors and a power hatch became available as options. The Mitsubishi 3. All Wheel Drive
continued to be offered on high-end models. Other innovative available features included
remote-operated sliding doors and a rear hatch, which could be opened and closed at the push
of a button, either inside the vehicle or with the keyless entry fob. Minor changes were made to
the Grand Caravan ES including many of the features included in Option Group 29S becoming
standard, the inch Titan chrome wheels no longer being an option replaced with standard inch
chrome wheels, and the disappearance of the AutoStick Transmission option. This year also
saw the appearance of an optional factory-installed rear-seat DVD system with a single-disc
player mounted below the HVAC controls. The model year offered an exclusive one year only
"Anniversary Edition" package to mark Caravan's 20th year in production. This package was
offered on higher-level SXT models and included chrome wheels, body-color moldings, special
interior accents, as well as a unique fender badge. Model year changes to the Caravan included
a revised grille, new foglight fascia, and a system of in-floor folding second and third-row seats,
marketed as Stow 'n Go seating. The Caravan was subsequently replaced by the Journey ,
although a page for the Caravan still exists on the Dodge China site. It did protect its occupants

reasonably well, and the dummy movement was well controlled, however, a fuel leak occurred.
Chrysler corrected this problem starting with the models, moving it up to an "Acceptable"
rating. The model year brought optional side curtain airbags and a stronger B-pillar, which was
tested by the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety 's side-impact crash test. With the side
airbags, it got an "Acceptable" rating. The rear passengers, however, could leave this accident
unharmed, as there is a low risk of significant injury in a crash of this severity for them. In ,
Dodge introduced a system of second- and third-row seating that folded completely into
under-floor compartments. It was marketed as Stow 'N Go and was available exclusively on
long-wheelbase models. The system included the spare tire well, fuel tank, exhaust system,
parking brake cables, rear climate control lines, and rear suspension [26] but precluded
all-wheel drive AWD. With both rows folded, the vans have a flat-load floor and a maximum
cargo volume of The Stow 'n Go system received the Popular Science Magazine's "Best of
What's New" for award, [28] and was never offered on the Volkswagen Routan , the rebadged
nameplate variant of the Chrysler minivans. For the model year , Chrysler revised the system,
rebranding it as "Super Stow 'n Go". New pivoting head restraints with taller seatbacks and a
revised folding mechanism marketed as "single action" improved stowage ease â€” with the
head restraints folding on themselves automatically and the entire seat automatically folding
down to a position just over its floor recess. Beginning with Generation V in the model year ,
Chrysler only made the long-wheelbase Grand Caravan. With the discontinuation of the
short-wheelbase Caravan, Dodge offered the Journey on nearly an identical wheelbase and as a
crossover rather than a minivan. A new six-speed automatic transmission became standard
with the 3. The four-speed automatic transmission is standard with the 3. The previously
unavailable Electronic Stability Control was made standard on this generation. Chrysler
introduced a seat management system marketed as Swivel'n Go seating, the MyGIG
entertainment system a stereo with a built-in hard drive for recording, storing, and playing
music , second and third-row video screens, powered second-row windows, standard side
curtain airbags, and dashboard-mounted transmission controls. The gear shift lever moved to
the instrument panel, the location used by competitors. The market shifted briefly away from
minivans and SUVs with the gasoline price spikes of the earlier part of This trend began to
reverse itself towards the fall of Automotive News reported that, from January to October in ,
Dodge sold about a third of its Grand Caravans to rental fleets. The Dodge Grand Caravan is
going to be discontinued in because of "regulatory reasons". It is reported that the cost of
updating the vehicle to meet new federal safety regulations is so high that it would eliminate its
low price advantage. Both the 3. In Canada â€” the 3. The 4. Dodge introduced a seating system
for , marketed as Swivel 'n Go. In the seating system, two full-size second row seats swivel to
face the third row. A detachable table can be placed between the second and third-row seats.
The Swivel 'n Go seating system includes the third-row seating from the Stow 'n Go system. The
tracks, risers, and swivel mechanisms are assembled by Camslide, a division of Intier. The
swivel mechanism was designed by and is produced by Toyo Seat. The swivel mechanism
includes bumpers that stabilize the seat while in the lock position. When rotated the seat comes
off these bumpers to allow easy rotation. The seat is not meant to be left in an unlocked
position or swiveled with the occupant in it, although this will not damage the swivel
mechanism. However, the seats can still be installed by modifying the van with a few basic tools
and parts [ citation needed ]. However, it is impossible to install the table. For , standard Stow 'n
Go seats were added that folded flat into the rear area floor to create more cargo room, while
the Swivel 'n Go seats turned degrees to face the third row. The available SXT trim now included
new technology options. New for was an optional "sport" suspension system as well as a
blind-spot warning system and "Cross Path Detection" with sensors to warn of cars or other
obstacles when backing out of a parking space. The Chrysler minivans became the only
domestic brand minivans as GM and Ford replaced their slow-selling models with three-row
crossover SUVs. Changes for the Dodge Grand Caravans included new active head restraints
for the driver and front passenger on all models, three-zone manual climate controls for the
Grand Caravan SE, and a new 3. The Grand Caravan underwent a mid-cycle refresh for the
model year, which included major changes in both styling and functionality. The suspension
was heavily re-tuned, with both Dodge and Chrysler minivans gaining a larger front sway bar
and new rear sway bar, increased rear roll center height, adjusted spring rates, a new steering
gear, a revised front static camber setting, and lowered ride height. This improved handling. All
three of the former engine choices were replaced by the new Pentastar 3. Interior trim was
restyled on both vans, in addition to major exterior revisions highlighted by the new
"double-crosshair" grille on the Grand Caravan. Other changes included extra sound insulation,
acoustic glass, new seats, softer-touch surfaces, new LED ambient lighting and center console,
and halogen projector headlamps with LED accents. The Chrysler models were adjusted so that

instead of competing against equivalent Dodge trim levels, they were above Dodge in trim and
features. For , a new, basic style trim called "AVP" was introduced, while some features
previously unavailable for "SE" like touch navigation panel become available as options The
"SE" now also received a floor console, similar to the one available for "SXT". The same year,
the front logo design was changed gaining the two slanted rectangles in red to match the rest of
the Dodge lineup. They are all different sets of the SE and SXT trims and include new luxury
features for the same price. The "Blacktop Package", based on SE and SXT, came equipped
with inch polished aluminum wheels with gloss black pockets, a gloss black grille, black
headlamp bezels, an all-black interior including headliner, door panels and console, unique
black cloth seats and door trim panels with silver accent stitching, a leather-wrapped steering
wheel with silver accent stitching and a leather shift knob, choice of 6 body colors Granite
Crystal, Billet Silver, Brilliant Black, Maximum Steel, Redline Red, Bright White. SXT models
also include fog lamps. The "SE 30th Anniversary Edition", based on the SE trim, came
equipped with inch satin carbon aluminum wheels, body-color heated exterior mirrors, 30th
Anniversary badging on the front fenders, silver accent stitching and piano black accents
throughout, black cloth seats, a black leather-wrapped steering wheel, black leather-wrapped
shift knob, black headliner and overhead console, bright heating and air conditioning trim
bezels, power second- and third-row windows, and 30th Anniversary logo on the key fob. The
"SXT 30th Anniversary Edition", based on the SXT trim, was packaged with inch polished
aluminum wheels with satin carbon pockets, bright chrome roof rack, bright window trim
moldings, fog lamps, automatic headlamps, and special 30th Anniversary badging, Black Torino
leatherette seats with premium suede inserts and silver accent stitching, power way driver's
seat, piano black accent trim bezels, and bright chrome accents throughout. Both 30th
Anniversary Editions included an available special body color, Granite Crystal Pearl Coat, a
customized gauge cluster with 30th Anniversary badging, as well as the UConnect Handsfree
Group SiriusXM Satellite Radio with a one-year subscription, Bluetooth streaming audio and
voice command and an auto-dimming rear view mirror. The vehicles arrived at dealerships at Q3
The SE Plus package included black leather upholstery, power windows for the second-row
seats, and Chrysler's Uconnect voice command with Bluetooth sound system. The new
Chrysler Pacifica was unveiled on January 11, , and getting all the attention, but the Dodge
Grand Caravan continued to be marketed as a budget minivan alternative. The 6. Sales of the
Grand Caravan began in Mexico during this model year, positioned as the most accessible
minivan in its class. According to a report by an automotive journalist, this strategy helps the
Chrysler Pacifica hold its value better while also having a more affordable minivan available.
Production of Grand Caravans was temporarily suspended from September to November with
the assembly of the model year versions starting in December Federal Motor Vehicle Safety
Standard calling for larger and more robust side-impact air curtains, as well as for them to
deploy in the event of either a side-on collision or a rollover. For , the Grand Caravan was
Dodge's best-selling vehicle while the sales of foreign-branded minivans fared worse than the
Dodge in The model year marked the 35th anniversary of the Chrysler minivans. The minivan
market segment decreased in general. The third shift at Windsor minivan plant ended in October
due to sluggish sales, eliminating 1, direct jobs. The Grand Caravan SE Plus model now
includes standard second-row Super Stow 'n Go bucket seats, a power eight-way driver seat,
and an all-black interior with cranberry wine accent stitching on the seats. In the U. As with
preceding generations, Chrysler marketed the Caravan in Europe as the Chrysler Voyager, with
the fifth-generation becoming exclusively sold as the long-wheelbase Grand Voyager. From to
June , the model line was sold under the Chrysler brand; following the acquisition of Chrysler
by Fiat, the Voyager was rebranded as a Lancia in continental Europe with the Chrysler Voyager
remaining in Ireland and the UK. The standard engine was a 2. Following the model year,
exports of the Voyager were discontinued as Fiat Chrysler reorganized its brands, with Chrysler
remaining largely in North America and Lancia sold exclusively in Italy. In contrast to its
predecessor, the Tradesman was strictly a two-seat vehicle, with solid metal body paneling in
place of rear windows and a flat rear load floor. After a five-year hiatus, Volkswagen re-entered
the minivan segment in North America by introducing the Volkswagen Routan for the model
year. While sharing powertrains with the Grand Caravan, the Routan was given its own
suspension tuning and seating configurations the last Chrysler-designed minivans with lift-out
seats. Falling far under sales expectations, the final Routans were produced by Chrysler in
August ; all sales were from dealer inventory, with vehicles sold exclusively to fleets. After
scheduling in February for production to end in May , [80] the company later extended the date
by three months to end assembly on August The Grand Caravan replacement is the revived
Chrysler Voyager model, an entry-level version of the Chrysler Pacifica minivan that offers
similar pricing and features to its Grand Caravan predecessor. From Wikipedia, the free
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David Hobbs helped make these videos. The video above shows how to replace blown fuses in
the interior fuse box of your Dodge Caravan in addition to the fuse panel diagram location.
Electrical components such as your map light, radio, heated seats, high beams, power windows
all have fuses and if they suddenly stop working, chances are you have a fuse that has blown
out. If your Caravan is experiencing electrical problems, you should always check the fuses
first, because they are relatively easy to check and cheap to change. Some Dodges have
multiple interior fuse boxes including in the trunk - the video above will show you where the
interior fuse box of your Caravan is located. If your Caravan has many options like a sunroof,
navigation, heated seats, etc, the more fuses it has. Some components may have multiple fuses,
so make sure you check all of the fuses that are linked to the component in question. If you
need to replace a blown fuse in your Caravan, make sure you replace it with one that has the
same amperage as the blown fuse. If checking and replacing the fuse for the component in
question doesn't work, we recommend seeking assistance from a trusted professional
mechanic. They should be able to figure out if the component needs to be replaced or if there is
a short or some other problem with your Caravan. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos

showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair
procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. Carmakers are hiding interior fuse boxes
all over the place these days - see how to check your interior fuses here! Car companies often
use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car
by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our system
selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video
displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good
idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools.
Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their
cars. Check for a blown interior fuse. Determine if your air filter is dirty. Learn where your air
filter is located and how to determine if it needs to be changed. If your car blows hot air when
your air conditioner is turned on, try recharging the freon first. Proper jumpstart procedure.
Learning how to jump your car before you need to is an excellent idea. See all videos for the
Dodge Caravan. We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't have everything
New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Dodge Grand Caravan Features and Specs
Year Trim Select Trim. Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive. Maximum Horsepower RPM Maximum
Torque RPM Cooling System Capacity quarts NA. Transmission Order Code DG2. Number of
Transmission Speeds 6. First Gear Ratio :1 4. Second Gear Ratio :1 2. Third Gear Ratio :1 2.
Fourth Gear Ratio :1 1. Fifth Gear Ratio :1 1. Sixth Gear Ratio :1 0. Reverse Ratio :1 3. Final Drive
Axle Ratio :1 3. Clutch Size NA. Fuel Economy and Range. Fuel Tank. Exterior Dimensions.
Wheelbase inches Length inches Width, without mirrors inches Height inches Front Track Width
inches Rear Track Width inches Minimum Ground Clearance inches 5. Liftover Height inches
NA. Interior Dimensions. Total Passenger Volume cubic feet Front Head Room inches Front Leg
Room inches Front Shoulder Room inches Front Hip Room inches Second Row Head Room
inches Second Row Leg Room inches Second Row Shoulder Room inches Second Row Hip
Room inches Third Row Head Room inches Third Row Leg Room inches Third Row Shoulder
Room inches Third Row Hip Room inches Cargo Area Dimensions. Cargo Bed Height inches
Trunk Space cubic feet NA. Steering Type Rack-Pinion. Steering Ratio :1 NA. Turns, lock to lock
NA. Front Suspension Type Strut. Rear Suspension Type Torsion Beam. Brake Type 4-Wheel
Disc. Anti-Lock-Braking System 4-Wheel. Front Brake Rotors, diameter x thickness inches Rear
Brake Rotors, diameter x thickness inches Rear Drums, diameter x width inches NA. Wheels
and Tires. Front Wheel Size inches 17 X 6. Front Wheel Material Aluminum. Rear Wheel Size
inches 17 X 6. Rear Wheel Material Aluminum. Spare Wheel Size inches NA. Spare Wheel
Material NA. Spare Tire Size NA. Maximum Trailer Weight, dead weight hitch pounds Maximum
Tongue Weight, dead weight hitch pounds Maximum Trailer Weight, weight distributing hitch
pounds Maximum Tongue Weight, weight distributing hitch pounds Weight Information. Base
Curb Weight pounds Maximum Alternator Capacity amps Engine: 3. Wheels: 17" x 6. Radio:
Crash Test Results. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. A majority of all used US imports
have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to
Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US
vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their
risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years,
CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and
avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the
world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With
more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and
sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks
"Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars?
Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better
purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular
blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring
types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage
fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an
impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American
used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car?
CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the service history of a
car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.
The electronic engine management systems on modern vehicles are made up of sophisticated

fuel and ignition systems that work together for the vehicle to run. Both systems are made up of
various components that all work together to provide timed fuel and ignition for the engine. One
of these components is the automatic shutdown relay, commonly referred to as the ASD relay.
As with most electrical components, the ASD relay is subject to the normal wear and tear
associated with normal service life, and when it fails, it can cause problems for the entire
vehicle. Usually, when the ASD relay has failed or is having a problem the vehicle will produce a
few symptoms that can alert the driver that a problem has occurred that should be serviced.
One of the most common symptoms of a bad ASD relay is an engine that will start, but stall out
almost immediately, or at random times. If the ASD is having any problems that interfere with its
ability to supply power to the injectors, coils, or whatever other circuits it may feed, then those
components may not function properly and problems may arise. A car with a failing or faulty
ASD relay may stall immediately after starting, or randomly while operating. Another symptom
of bad ASD relay is an engine that will not crank at all. As many of the engine management
systems are wired together, if any of the circuits that the ASD relay provides power for go out
as a result of a bad ASD relay, then it may affect other circuits, one of them being the starting
circuit. A bad ASD relay can indirectly, and sometimes directly, cause a starting circuit to not
have power, which will result in a no crank condition when you turn the key. If the computer
detects that a problem with the ASD relay or circuit has occurred, it will illuminate the Check
Engine Light to alert the driver of a problem. The Check Engine Light can also be activated for a
wide variety of other reasons, so it is important to have the vehicle scanned for trouble codes to
determine what the exact cause of the problem may be. For this reason, if you suspect that the
ASD relay has failed, or is having a problem, have the vehicle serviced by a professional
technician, such as one from YourMechanic to determine if the car needs an automatic
shutdown relay replacement , or if another issue needs to be addressed. The most popular
service booked by readers of this article is Fuel System Inspection. Our certified mobile
mechanics perform over services, including diagnostics, brakes, oil changes, scheduled
mileage maintenances, and will come to you with all necessary parts and tools. Our certified
mobile mechanics make house calls in over 2, U. Fast, free online quotes for your car repair.
Fuel System Inspection Cost. Service Location. Car starts but immediately stalls One of the
most common symptoms of a bad ASD relay is an engine that will start, but stall out almost
immediately, or at random times. Engine does not crank Another symptom of bad ASD relay is
an engine that will not crank at all. Home Articles. The statements expressed above are only for
informational purposes and should be independently verified. Please see our terms of service
for more details. Excellent Auto Repair Ratings. YourMechanic Auto Repair. Related Articles.
What Does a Spark Plug Do? Recent Fuel System Inspection reviews. Excellent Rating. Rating
Summary. John 27 years of experience. Request John. John is super at what he does. Great
personality too. John is the man. I will recommend John to everyone I know. Thanks again
John. Arturo 27 years of experience. Request Arturo. Informative and efficient. Raymond 37
years of experience. Request Raymond. Raymond was very knowledgeable mechanic and
through in his testing. I trust him for any future from your mechanic. Michael 4 years of
experience. Request Michael. Need Help With Your Car? Related articles. If If you have a car that
was made after , then you have an air fuel ratio sensor. It is a component in your emissions
control that sends information to your engine computer in order to help it run Read more. Your
Your ignition system is pretty complex, and there are a number of important components that
must work with one another to crank the engine and then keep it running. Your spark plugs are
among the most important of these, The carburetor
mazda cx3 manual
dodge dart headlights
kia rio repair manual pdf
is responsible for mixing gasoline and air together in just the right amounts and getting that
mixture into the cylinders. Though they Related questions Suzuki Escudo valve won't start
unless spraying the fluid in intake It starts with starting fluid. That means that the ignition
system is working, so you most likely have a fuel system problem. What you want to do is
pressure test your fuel pump. You can get any mechanic to Vehicle hard to start There can be
quite a few reasons why you are experiencing a hard start condition in your Honda Civic. This
can range from a weak fuel pump, dirty idle air control valve, a failing fuel pressure regulator or
perhaps it We will be happy to assist you. The issue your vehicle is having may be caused by
faulty wiring such as corroded battery to starter wiring or a loose battery terminal. The most
likely causes are a bad starter Browse other content. Schedule your Fuel System Inspection
today! Fuel System Inspection Price. How can we help? Read FAQ.

